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Std. 1st

Story about a boy, who
overcame his fear

Fear is the figment of our imagination. It is an illusion
which most people find difficult to get rid of. This story is
about a boy Arjun, who was suffering from same illusion
and a cricket ball helped him to overcome his fear.
Arjun was born and brought up in Gujarat. He was
good in studies, but he never liked English language. His
father was a carpenter. When he was 10, his father got a
chance to migrate to Australia as a skilled worker. So, he
moved to Australia with his family. Arjun got admission to
an Australian public school in fourth grade.
The recess bell rang and kids quickly fell in line to go
back to class. Arjun followed the suit. Summer was
coming, but first he had to survive the last few weeks of
fourth grade. Few weeks might be short duration, but for
an immigrant kid with, at most, ten English words at his
disposal, it was too long.
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That was his third week at an Australian school. He
spent the entire recess and the previous two weeks in a
corner gawking at other kids playing cricket in the
schoolyard, too immobilized by fear and loneliness to even
utter a sound. He was quite fascinated with what they
were doing and wished that he could, too, join in the fun.
But he hadn’t dared to say a word.
One day while he was in line, a cricket ball bounced
right off his face. It wasn’t the pain inflicted by the ball
that made him cry. It was the shame over the fact that,
while he had been hurt, he didn’t even have the courage
to say “Ow”. His fear of making embarrassing mistakes
and language gaffes, didn’t allow him to utter a single
word. Tears streamed down his face like a waterfall. Kids
gathered around to see if he was okay. He couldn’t even
look at them.
That was the defining moment for him. That day the
cricket ball broke his spirit and changed his life forever. He
decided at that point to never let fear be a dam that holds
back the river of progress. That summer, he spent every
waking hour immersing himself in the English language.
While others were swimming and playing cricket, he was
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at the library scaring himself with Goosebumps tales and
whatever else he could get his hands on. He spent hours in
front of the TV watching various programs to learn the
basics. His vocabulary grew exponentially in two short
months.
He was able to engage confidently with other kids
now. He made a lot of new friends. It was one of the
proudest moments for him. A few years later, he was
placed in English Honors classes and he never looked back
after that.

Moral:- Fear is not good for great. We should choose not
to let fear rule our lives. How we handle our fears will
decide where we go with the rest of our lives. So, don’t
just sit at home and think. Go out and conquer your fear.
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THE
MAGIC WAND

Std. 3rd

Once upon a time in a big forest, a tiny mouse called
Jack and his best friend Barney were looking for some
food for their family Jack was little and grey , and Barney
was a dark orange squirrel. The two animals were running
through the trees as fast as they could when suddenly
they spotted a strange glowing bush “Look at that bush!”,
Jack exclaimed. “I’ll go check it out“, Barney replied.
Barney was unsure about going near the bush. So he
walked towards it very slowly. He peeked inside and in the
middle he saw something that looked very precious. “It’s a
wand!” Barney said in a loud voice. Jack ran over to see
what Barney was taking about. Barney stretched out his
hand, but Jack quickly stopped him. “Don’t touch it
Barney.” But Barney would not listen all he said was, “It
looks very normal to me. “ “Who knows, “Jack replied. “ It
might be very dangerous. “However Barney still wanted to
touch the wand. “ Why don’t we touch it at the same time
and see what happens? ““Okay“ agreed Jack in an
uncertain voice, and they both reached out and touched
the wand.
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BANG there was a loud noise. Suddenly Jack and
Barney were at a dinner table with their family, and they
were surprised to see that the table was filled with their
favorite food. There were acorns, nuts, cheese, apples,
strawberries & all kinds of delicious food. They were very
happy that they touched the wand, and both Jack and
Barney’s family never ran out of food again.
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THE Story of
MAGIC WAND

Std. 3rd

We have lived in the city for many years. This year
we had to go to our village Vilaspur during the summer
holidays. We reached Vilaspur and visited
the house in the will of our ancestors. The
house had been closed for many years.
Paper pasted on a wall entering the
house was torn down. I picked up the
paper and saw that there was a wooden
box behind it. I carefully removed the box and saw that
there was a small lock in it. When I broke the lock, the
scene in front of me fell in amazement. I saw a book with
a picture like a broom in it. I carefully removed the book, it
had the story of a magic wand.
The story was as follows :
There was a palace where a princess lived. His name
was Arya. Princess Arya had a magic wand. This magic
wand was given to her as a gift by a fairy. Princess Arya's
parents i.e. Rajaand Rani were also very good by nature.
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Princess Arya used to help the poor with her magic wand.
When a demon saw this, he wanted to get the stick. Once
when Princess Arya left her magic wand and went to
bathe in the river, the demon saw Lag and picked up the
magic wand and ran away.
Now, when the monster came to his cave and saw
him using a magic wand, he noticed that the wand did not
show any magic. Seeing this, the demon thought that this
stick must be showing some magic. Now that no one knew
the mantra except Princess Arya, the demon thought of
kidnapping her. Here the princess became very sad
because of losing her magic wand.
One day while she was sitting in the garden
remembering the stick, the demon saw her and picked her
up. The demon imprisoned the princess in a cave. Here,
when they heard that the princess was taken by the
demon away, they were all terrified. The king announced a
reward for the person who brought the princess from the
demon. Hearing this, a poor young man came forward and
said, “Rajaji, I will bring back the princess. I don't want a
reward, just give me a horse and whatever weapon I want
so that I can free the princess. "
The king was happy to hear the young man's words.
He gave the young man a nice fun horse and the weapon
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he wanted. Now the young man went out into the woods
in search of the princess. Chasing the monster's footsteps,
he came to the cave. Inside the cave the monster was
sleeping and the princess was imprisoned in a cage placed
next to it. The key to the lock on the cage hung around the
monster's neck. Seeing this, the young man slowly went to
the demon and freed the princess by removing the key
from his neck. At the sound of the cage door opening, the
demon opened his eyes and saw the young man standing
in front of him.
As he was about to kill the young man, the princess
went to the place where the demon had placed the stick
and he quickly picked up the stick and chanted the
mantra. At once the demon disappeared. Now the young
man returned to the palace with the princess. The king
was very happy to see the princess return safely. The
princess lovingly tied the rakhi in the young man's hand.
Seeing this, the king declared the young man his son.
Going forward, the young man became the king of the
kingdom.
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Std. 3rd

It was a holiday and I was picking sweet smelling
flowers from the woods. When I saw something
shimmering. I was scared but I went closer, my heart
started to thump in my chest I was so scared that , I felt
like running away, but I was curious so didn’t want to go
back.
I went closer and closer to find a door. I opened the
door and saw a magical fairyland. When I went in, I heard
a voice that said , “ Hi “ , I turned around and saw a fairy !!
I asked, “Why aren’t there any more fairies?” She replied ,
“There are Goblins that are making trouble for our land all
because they want the magical jewel, plus only a human
can stop them. “
I was sad I said confidently. “Then I will help you stop
them. “
The fairy whistled loud and a wonderful Pegasus
galloped towards us. We jumped on to her back and
betake I knew, it started flying. It was a wonderful sight. I
saw the shimmering blue sky; I heard birds chirping
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happily until we came to the terrifying Goblin land. The
Pegasus came down slowly to the castle gate. My fairy
friend and I got down. We were nervous and even though
we felt like running away, we went inside the castle. Inside
the castle we saw soldiers. We hid but unsafely. They saw
us and took us to the Goblin king.
My fairy friend flicked her magic wand and we got
free. Then the fight began between the fairy and the
Goblin king. I saw them slashing the magic wands at each
other while they were fighting, I grabbed the Goblin king
and distracted him. As he turned and shouted at me, he
was destroyed forever by the magic spell of my fairy
friend. She said happily, “Thank you “I smiled and heard a
voice saying, “waked up! “
I wake up and saw my little sister yelling at me. Then
I realized it was all a dream.
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Std. 2nd

Success Story

This story is about Saroj, a poor girl from the rural
part of the country. She witnessed an incredible journey
from poverty to an eminent drawing artist. Her story from
a laborer to Artist is as inspiring as her drawings.
Destiny wasn’t much kind to Saroj when she was
born, in a very poor family. She lost her mother in the
early stage of her childhood. She lived with her father and
two younger sisters. She was from the caste of singers, but
it was incredibly uncommon for women in their
community to sing or draw or otherwise participate
publically. When she was 12, a terrible drought and
famine forced the family to move away from the village to
the city in search of food and a living. Her father, who was
from the family of Bhajan singers, would frequently sing
on occasions to earn some money for survival. But that
wasn’t enough. So, Saroj started to work as a daily wage
worker, digging pits to lay sewage and water pipes for
rupees 50 per day.
One day she was digging a pit near to an art school.
During the lunch break while others were having lunch,
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she was doing some drawing on a wall with charcoal. A
man, who was passing from there observed these
drawings of Saroj. The drawings were not much perfect,
but the ideas and thoughts in those drawings got his
attention. Without wasting a second moment, he offered
Saroj 100 rupees per day to work with him. Saroj accepted
the offer. He took her to the art school. She never
imagined the drastic turn her life was about to take when
she entered that school. That man was Mr. Hassan, a
famous contemporary artist and principal of that art
school.
Initially, Saroj assumed it was labour work but to her
astonishment, Mr. Hassan offered her a pen, and told her
to draw whatever came to her mind. He encouraged Saroj
to take up the canvas, and through the years built a
repertoire of her own. Coming from a community, where
women are not allowed to follow their passion, she wasn’t
comfortable initially. Mr. Hassan encouraged her, tried to
teach her. Initially, she copied what Mr. Hassan was
drawing. Gradually, she gained confidence and developed
her own unique style.
From that point she never stopped her journey to
discover the world of art. She intricate stories on her
canvas about the life she has witnessed but never lived.
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Her realistic drawings made her an international artist.
Her work featured in many folk art festivals across the
world. After some years she joined the same art school as
a principal where she started her journey. Her drawings
and struggle in life inspired many people.
Moral : - Life is not fair – get used to it.
No matter how many challenges and struggle life offers
you, hard work and talent always finds a way through it.
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Std. 2nd

Rags to Riches

This is story of a poor boy of 15 – 18 years old. He
had to beg money from others to fill his stomach and no
one was giving him work to do so he had no choice rather
than begging. He was begging near at the railway station.
But one day his life turned. He was begging for
money from the passenger of the train. One passenger
gave him 200 rupees, takes him to the nearer magazine
sellers in the station. He was amazed the man who has
given him Rs. 200. The man told him to buy the magazines
with that money. He bought 10 magazine the man told to
sell the magazines to the passenger of the train and keep a
commission of Rs.5 on each magazine.
He sold all the magazines and he had Rs. 250. He told
this to the man who had given him money the man took
Rs. 200 back from him and told that this Rs. 50 is your
income, do not beg money with this money try to buy
magazines, newspapers, and sell to the passengers of the
train and be self – sufficient.
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By this way he became a small businessman and
opened a magazine shop near that railway station. He will
never forget that man who has helped him to start a new
business. After one year he opened a big book shop. The
book seller became the best seller of books in the whole
area. People from out of this area comes to buy books
from him as he does not sell books at high cost.
Once a man came, asked him for some books.
Fortunately the man was the one who had helped in the
young boy at the railway station. The man at first can’t
remember but later he remembers it. He told that he is
very happy to see the success.
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Comedy

Std. 5th

“This is the story of two friends “Mr. Boon and Mr. Goon.
See what happens one day when they meet…….
Two friends – Mr. Boon and Mr. Goon.
(Who cannot hear very well?)
Setting: At a Street.
(Mr. Boon is going to the market with a bag. He sees Mr.
Goon. )
Mr. Boon : How are you , Mr. Goon ?
Mr. Goon : Oh ! Mr. Boon. How are you?
What are you saying?
Cows of fear.
Where are the cows?
Mr. Boon : ( shouting )
I did not say cows are fear.
I said how are you?
Mr. Goon : I am fine.
But why are you shouting in my ear?
Where are you taking this bag?
Mr. Boon : I am going to the market to buy some rice.
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Mr. Goon : Mice
Mr. Goon : Why do you want mice in your house ?
Mr. Goon : They will nibble at everything.
Mr. Boon : I said rice , not mice.
Mr. Goon : Oh, ice. You are going to buy ice.
Mr. Boon : ( getting angry )
Mr. Boon : Mr. Goon , please excuse me.
Mr. Boon : I must go now. I have to go to the market.
Finally Mr. Boon goes to the market to buy a knife.
Mr. Boon and Mr. Goon reach the marketplace.
Asking to the vegetables seller where to find a knife.
Mr. Boon : Mr. Goon kindly ask where can we buy knife.
Mr. Goon : Excuse Me ! Mr. Vegetable Seller, where can
we buy Wife.
Vegetable Seller called people and complained that these
two fellows are asking where they can buy Wife, how
shameless...
People shouted to wanted both to leave immediately
Mr. Boon heard
Now Mr. Boon : Oh ! My god! I am going.
(And starts running)
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Mr. Goon : Mr. Boon , please wait.
(They both ran out ).
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Std. 2nd

Rags to Riches

Once upon a time, a girl name Aaniya was born in
Rajkot city. She was living with her mummy, daddy and
grandparents. She was the charming princess for her
family. All her family members love her so much. They
nourish her up to age 10, teach her good things and give
her sacraments.
She proves as the little angel to her family. Then one
incident happen to her life and Aaniya’s life was totally
changed. When she came back to the home after the
school. She had good dinner with her family. They all are
very happy and having the lunch. Suddenly, they all feel
shiver and after two seconds, they release that it was an
Earthquake within 30 seconds, the earthquake was so
heavy that it destroys her whole house. All family
members die except Aaniya.
A girl with only 10 years was saved by the God. She
was taken to the hospital and recovered in a week. She
was all alone now in small age. However, she lived and
don’t gave up. She managed herself everything by earning
some money. She used to do work of home in other’s
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house to earn money. She worked so hard and never stop
studying. She always gets 1st in the class and got
scholarship every year. These goes on till she passed in
12th Standard.
After completing 12th Std., she goes to college and
same way she managed herself. One day, she gets a
placement at a very reputed company and in a good post.
She drops her house work and now she was earning well
by her knowledge. She continues working in a same
company till years and got promotion every year. Once
there was a day when she was holding the highest
authority of the company. All staff and workers are
working under her directions. This made her powerful
soul. As she earns more now. She donates 20% of her
earning to poor people and old age homes.
This way Aaniya became a rich citizen and an
independent women who is a great soul.
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My Woodland

Std. 4th

It was a bright Sunday morning, I woke up from my
sleep. Thirsty, I touched the glass of water to drink,
suddenly my room started turning into woodland. My toys
were animated, my bed pushed me towards the entrance
of the woodland, I with my toys started walking towards
the mysterious world, when I turned back my room and
my home had disappeared. As, I was excited and felt
adventurous, I started moving forward accompanied with
my toys, one of my favorite toy Pinku, the bear, it came
forward, hold my hand with tears in eyes and started
telling me about a hunter and his gang who wants to
destroy the forest and take all the animals into circus. He
wanted me to help them to safe there woodland and let
all animals live freely without fear. I agreed to Pinku, my
dearest toy friend. I promised him that I would safe this
woodland.
I and my toys headed towards the den of King Lion.
The king was happy to see me and bow with respect and
was grateful that I was helping them. After having some
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small talk with the members of woodland, we planned a
master mind to teach a lesson to hunter and his gang.
Next, we all were ready as per the plan, we all took our
positions behind the tree, some were under the rock and
etc. The cruel hunter arrived with gang, the hunter was
tall bulky man with terror grin on his face, he gazed forest
holding his gun supported on his shoulder and called his
fellow gang and they headed towards the woodland to
destroy it. As he was leading forward, the monkey’s group,
as planned, started attacking and silently pulling all his
fellow hunters, steadily. We followed the hunter and he
was alone now. As he turned back to ask his fellow
hunters to start cutting the trees, but no one was there.
The hunters got that something was fishy and started
moving carefully with slow motion with his gun out , then
someone tap on his shoulder it was our strongest player of
the master mind plan Mr. Gorilla who punched the hunter
and in nanosecond the hunter was lying on ground , we all
came running and started beating hunter and his gang.
After a while, The King Lion came forward and
roared at the hunter’s gang and told them, "This is our
woodland, we all animals live here from an era, no one
can destroy this land, this land is gifted by mother nature
to us and being a human is your responsibility to take care
of mother nature rather than destroying it for your own
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advantage.” The lion King told hunter gang to go away
from this land and never return back here again. The
hunter and his gang apologized and left the woodland.
We all celebrated the victory and then a wise owl
came towards me and gave me a glass of water and I was
back into my room on my bed, woke up again and looked
my bear Pinku and he winked at me, I hugged him and ran
towards the kitchen and told my mother all the story and
how we all saved the woodland, my mother laughed
loudly and kissed on my forehead and told me, "So, today
we will plant a tree in our garden.” After that, every
weekend I planted a plant in my locality and encouraged
my friends too for it.
We all are blessed with Mother Nature and it is our
responsibility to take care of it.
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Fantasy
World

Std. 4th

I was watching my favorite cartoon show, Chhota
Bheem on TV. When I saw the time, it was 10:30 pm,
which is my bed time. My mother immediately took me in
my bed and waited for me to sleep. I was very tired and
hence was asleep early.
The next day, I woke up having very weird dream.
The dream was like the earth was completely different,
there were colorful rays of light in circular form from
centre it was completely black. There were my favorite
superheroes and cartoon characters who were flying
around and roaming around. It was talking with very little
light, just enough to make visibility possible. I just
completed taking in the surrounding that I saw a
superhero disappearing through the circular lights and
was afraid but then someone pat me at the back and I
turned behind. The person was Chhota Bheem. He
recognized the fear in my eyes and through my facial
expression, he said, “you don’t need to worry, you are
safe and the superhero is fine. He just went another
child’s room as to say what? “After seeing that, I was an
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assured of my safety &wellbeing. He added “, these place
you have created, it’s your fantasy. “
I was happy hearing that and asks Bheem “can you
share famous Laddoo full of strength with me? I also want
to be as strong as you are.” He smiles and takes a Laddoo
from his bag. While giving me the Laddoo from his bag he
said “the rapid
strength in me
is the rule that I
follow of eating
healthy
food
which keeps a
person’s body
strong,
after
hearing that, I promised myself that I would eat
vegetables and healthy food. So as to become as strong as
Chhota Bheem. I went on roaming around my fantasy
world after saying bye to Chhota Bheem & met other
favourite superheroes & cartoon characters of mine.
When I was taking to Motu Patlu. I heard my
mother’s voice “Dhruvil wake up its time for school. I was
confused as I cannot see my mom I looked to Motu Patlu,
to see if they figured out where my mom was but they
were confused too. Once again I heard my mother calling
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me “Dhruvil wake up I realized my mother was actually
waking me and I opened my eyes just to realize that I was
late for school.
Neither was it a Sunday, nor was I in any fantasy land, I
jumped up and was very excited to tell my dream to all,
but was getting late for school as I over slept, but today I
write this and hope you all will read and like my dream.
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Rebirth

Std. 7th

I, a young child of class 7, full of life and enthusiasm.
I am a kid full of hopes and happiness.
One day I was returning from school to my home
with my friends. We all were unhappy because the
teacher has given us too much homework. So there will be
no time for playing and fun activities , there we saw a dog
sitting on the road my friend said to us that his life is a
very good that he don’t have to do any type of homework
and work he only roams, bark, just sits and eats. I said it is
true, if I get rebirth then I will be dog
Completing these conversation, I planned to go
home, I said bye to my friends and went to my room what
I see there, for my surprise and shock was Lord Shiv.
I was not able to trust, hence I pinched myself but it
was true. Then we had a long conversation, which I can
never ever forget:
Lord Shiv, “oh, my dear child, I will give you the form of
birth which you dream and desire of.”
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I ask him, “if he is serious and really in front of me, to bless
me with my wishes.”
Lord Shiv, “yes, my child! I will really give you rebirth.”
He continued, “My child let me know what your dream to
be!”
I was in shock yet I replied, “I want to become an animal
so I don’t have to do any homework.”
To these words, time stopped and he gave me birth of a
dog.
Can anyone imagine…..! Now I was a dog I was very
happy because I don’t have to do any work I was named
Chiru as dog, my owner name was Jony. Jony come to me
for playing with the disk, he throw the disk and I run to it
and take it back to the Jony, then he gave me biscuits to
eat then his mother called him for dinner. I was caged as
he went for dinner. I was a good pet dog, but was not free
to play at will or eat what I wished.
Later then I realized that human life is best. If we are
human then we can play, eat, work and whatever we want
to do. The life of animal is quite difficult and tedious. They
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can express too less, no support of words to express stuff.
All this made me realize, I am wrong of my thoughts, then
I pray to God that please give me my life back and Lord
Shiv appeared there and I said sorry to Him and prayed to
Him to give me my life back as human, I don’t want any
type of rebirth. Lord Shiv gave me my life back and then I
realize that human life is very good and excellent then I
thanked God for giving me human life.
God is great so we should say thank you to God for
giving us human life.
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Std. 7th

A True Heart

Once upon a time there was a king of Rajgadh whose
name was “Maharaja Adhiraj” and his wife name was
“Maharani Vijaya”. She was one daughter whose name is
“sita”. After some time “Maharani Vijaya” gave birth to
second baby girl. She was very beautiful girl. After some
days “Maharani Vijaya” had died. It was a bad news for
the entire Rajgadh.
A few days later “Maharaja Adhiraj” organized a
party for naming second girl. He invite all the kings, fairies,
magicians and peoples etc. But he forget to invite old and
ugly witch. The party started and all people give one – one
name for her second daughter. Finally the name was
choose. “Maharaja Adhiraj” announced the name “Sitara”.
After two – three days later the ugly witch have
found out that the king was not invited her to the party.
Second day they go to the kingdom at that time she was
very angry.
King said : “ Do you have any problem ? “
Witch said : “ yes ! “
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King said : “ Tell me , what
your problem ? “
Witch said : “ you don’t invited
to me in the party of your
second girl name. “
King said :” I am really sotty “ “
I forget. “
Witch said angrily:“you forget
me” “How did you do this? “
Witch curse king that your second daughter will not get
married.
A few year latter king forget the curse. His daughter Sita’s
married with prince “chorles” from Badalpur. “Maharaja”
was so happy. At the time Sitara was fifteen years old.
Sitara wanted to learn Kathak and Bharatnatyam so king
called a madam from Banaras who taught her very well.
After a while, Sitara came to an age of marriage. For
Sitara “Maharaja Adhiraj” started to find a prince. But the
all prince refuse for marry Sitara. “Maharaja Adhiraj”
began to worry. At that time he remember that the curse
which given by ugly Witch.
At the night “Maharaja Adhiraj” sat quietly on the
river bank and prayed to the gat that his daughter
married. That time one fairy was came out from the river.
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Fairy said : ”what is the problem king ?”
King said : I have a curse from ugly witch. She said that
your daughter will not get married.
Fairy said : “Oh ! That is your problem. “
Again Fairy said : I bless you king that not in this birth, but
in the rebirth your daughter will get married.
King said : “why not in this birth ? “
Fairy said : Because once you get cursed then you can
never get rid of it.
Saying this, the fairy went away.
After that the king also went to his palace.
Few months later Sitara fell very ill and her health
was not good. In same month Sitara died.
Then a few years later Sitara rebirth in the cultured
family. That cultured family again named the girl “Sitara”.
After some years when Sitara grew up. Her married
took place in a cultured family.
The same things happened as the fairy said.
MORAL : Do your good deeds, if not in this Birth then in
Next you will receive the Good.
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Std. 5th

Superhero

Fus-Chung, is the new Super Hero from China who wants
to join the team of Avenger.
Fus-Chung is a little man, heighted 4.7 and little fat
with a bulging tummy, small Chinese eyes, round face and
a very thin voice.
As China is growing in power, the government of
China thought that China should have their own
Superhero. As Avengers already have superhero with
beautiful knowledge of Martial Arts, Super Technological
Power and also Super Human Strength, Chinese
government thought that their Super Hero should also be
as their world product quality, and so China selected FusChung amongst many people to represent China at the
selection Fair of Avengers.
Fus-Chung with all Chinese Honors dressed in red
with golden star is sent to the Avengers selection fair.
Avengers want to select new superheroes, as many
superheroes are needed after Endgame. The Chinese
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carriage stopped at the Avengers gate, the 2 security
guards checked the invitation letter of Fus-Chung. The
security guards quickly allowed the carriage to pass, both
the security guards busted in laughter and said together,
“New Chinese product to save our world”.
The air was filled with a strange smell the carriage
stopped at Avengers fair ground, door opened, everyone
in the fairground was dumbstruck as from the carriage
first appeared, a “Bulging Tummy”, followed by a little
man which brought a heavy laughter to all in the fair
ground. With the large bulging tummy, Fus-Chung was not
able to see the carriage steps and while stepping down,
fall on the ground face first. Everyone broke into a loud
laughter. Due to his bulging tummy, Fus-Chung was not
able to get up swiftly, he rolled sideways, Fus-Chung was
quickly helped by the carriage driver to gradually stand up.
Fus-Chung shamelessly stood up and looked at every one
with a cunning smile. Dr. Furry stepped forward and all
went in silence, Dr. Furry welcomed Fus-Chung. Dr. Furry
asked “Fus Chung what is your super-power”. Dr. Furry felt
a strange smell in the air around him and he felt the smell
increasing gradually. Dr. Furry looked at Fus-Chung and he
looked back with a smile. Dr.Furry wanted to cover his
nose but did not wanted to be unpilot to Fus-Chung. Dr.
Furry deliberately asked Fus-Chung if he smelled
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something awful, Fus-Chung said, sir, you asked what my
super-power was. There was a big blast & all the Avengers
quickly took their position armed with their special superpower ready to defend the participants after the blast
sound, a very strange pungent smell filled the entire area
and due to the increasing smell everyone felt very uneasy.
Dr. Furry who was guarding Fus-Chung from the strange
situation felt very dizzy because of pungent smell.
Everyone was pressing their nose hard with hand and
suddenly pushing Dr.Furry aside, Fus-Chung announced
loudly, “Avengers you all are witnessing China’s best Super
Hero and his special Super Power”.
“I, Fus-Chung naturally blessed to release smelly gas
which can make everyone disoriented and faint,” said FusChung.
All in arena busted with laughter. A little girl from
the crowd shouted, “China’s Fart man”. Young boy from
crowd shouted, “Hey look we have China’s Gas Bomb”.
Everyone in the crowd was laughing and this made FusChung upset and angry.
Fus-Chung with grinding teeth pulled his bulging
belly and released a heavy load of gas, Dr. Furry hide his
nose with both his hands, As a Guardian Angel Falcon from
above and covered Fus-Chung with a heavy metal isolation
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box, box was able to control the contaminate the foul
smell which was released by Fus-Chung.
The heavy metal box controlled all the bad smell in
itself and prevented any harm to others present in the
fairground, but our Chinese hero Fus-Chung was adversely
affected with his own power. Dr.Furry announced a day
off to the fair as the Chinese super hero had made a very
serious gathering turn into a joke. The gathering was to
select new Super Heroes, not to destroy all.
As it mostly happens with cheap Chinese product
Fus-Chung, the Chinese Super Hero was returned back
home and he may spread his power generously amongst
Chinamen.
At Avenger’s gathering everyone took a clean deep
breathe.
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Better

Std. 8th

Technology

One day they got an unknown frequency came in
contact with farthest gone rocket, which was 13 billion
miles away from the earth. The space agency tries to
understand that frequency but it was very complicated.
So, they send this frequency to all space agencies. It took
3-week to understand a small frequency.
One month later they realize that, it was 5-time
better frequency than us. So, space agencies were trying
to go further, they have to go to another solar system.
Which is more than 10 time far ever gone. Because
farthest gone rocket which was only 13 billion-mile away
from earth. So, they have to work together and make
beast rocket which can travel 200 billion miles away with
4- 5 crewmates, after less in 2 year they made it. In this
time thy chosen best astronauts, made big lunch pad for
it, etc.
Finally, a day came when the rocket would be lunch,
all countries were cheering. After nearly in 4 year it coved
80-billion mile due to its speed. Accidently its loss it
controls of rocket, and it start moving in any direction its
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speed increase by thrice due to it all astronauts get
headache and fell down and gone deep sleep. When they
wake up, they were on a land, which was totally different
from earth. They step out of rocket; they see a car which
was flying over them. After while many flying cars came to
them and an alien came and shoot something over them
and immediately astronauts’ body was freeze, they can
see and speak but can’t move they take them to their
laboratory for investigation and research they take all
drive and antenna data with them.
After a while and English voice came, Alien: ‘who are
you and from where?’ One of astronaut reply that we are
human being and from earth.
Alien: ‘Gave us your fingerprint for unlock disk so
they can track earth.’ Astronaut gave their fingerprints.
After while they locate earth and sand massage to space
agency
Alien: ‘We get your 5 astronauts’ whose rocket is
crashed.’ Space agency: ‘Please return them to us.’
Alien: ‘we will return them after 48 hours.’
They took blood of astronaut and went away. After while
they gave them an unknown thing to eat. After eating they
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said to them that now they can remove their suit now you
can breathe here.
It was unbelievable! They took them in a room and
tell them to rest. Everything was more technical &
comfortable. They were enough friendly to show the city.
Car was like metal ball from outside but from inside it was
glass ball.
After 2 day they take us to a big open ground and
there was a circular plate of iron. They activated it and
iron plate turned into UFO, they opened a box and
showed us their germ and ask for take any five of them.
And we ask them for one more UFO for research and they
gave us and taught us how to control it. Within 2-day we
reached home and UFO was to taken to an area where UN
things were stored for a year after that they gave it to
America to research. It is now in Area 51. That is why our
technology is growing very fast.
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Std. 4th

I Love Story

I, Tatva study in class four, I as a fun loving child, nature
loving and friendly to all. I stay in joint family including my
grandparents, uncle and auntie with my cute cousins. I
love my family with all are always friendly and fun loving
person.
My aunt always narrates us stories during bed time, I love
to listen her stories, I always adore her and her curious
stories. One fine day, she was narrating story to us as
usual. I had slept all of sudden and went into dreams.
I saw myself following a cute squirrel and I went behind
her, under the trees, below the greenery and across the
forest. I saw, the squirrel moving down the burrow and I
followed her. She was so quick and hasty that she led me
so soon to a Rabbit. And in no time I was to a rabbit’s
burrow. I was made to seat on a cute bunny chair in cute
bunny outfits. I was offered radish and carrot.
I got a book floating in front of me, and the book included
a lot of questions, one of which was,” why all happens
with me?
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I was shocked and surprised that what cute rabbit wanted
to say?
Later on, he discussed and he shared his problems to me, I
was so sad and was touched after listening his story. It's

quite true that animals are in pain and they suffer a lot
times.
I stayed in their world, solving their issues as a heroic lady
and all appreciated me and my brave deeds. They were
troubled by many other animals in forest and they were
even tortured badly. But I had this special power to solve
their problems, and with my wish power, I was able to
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solve all their problems, like jungle cut, wild animals
troubling small animals, baby animals dying due to no
food and water, pollution in jungle, etc. With my wish
power I solved all of the jungle problems, which made
them free of the issues and today they all are happy.
They all showered lots of love and blessings on me.
And then I fell down of the bunny chair suddenly, eyes
opened and I actually fell off my bed, rolling to the corners
as I always do.
Obviously, this woke me from my dream world and made
me face the real world, where no bunnies, no squirrel and
no heroic girl. I same cute young girl still desperate to
listen to the stories by my aunt and move in imaginative
world.
Oh, how I love stories and story books…!
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From Angel

Std. 9th

To Hyper
Once there was a boy living in hut in city where all
poor’s have their small house of wood. His name was
Shyam and he was 10 years old. His father was worker in
chemical factory. His mother was maid and whole day
worked in others home. When Shyam turns 11 his father
told him to do a part time job in the chemical factory
where he (father) use to work. So, Shyam goes to school in
morning from 7:00 am to 12:00 pm and goes to work in
chemical factory from 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm and from 10:00
pm to 11:00 pm he do his homework.
Chemical factory owner was a scientist named
William and he was very intelligent but he was very selfish
that he can do anything for his greed. His dream was to
win an Oscar and wanted to become rich and famous. He
was researching for a thing that can make humans to
super human. One day he got one chemical that he made
by mistake and he named that chemical “Angel”. Now he
try to found that how he made it.
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He found that by mistake he mixes toxic chemical
with hydrogen carbonate. Now he tried this experiment
on monkey because his D.N.A was matching to humans.
He found that monkey’s muscles was growing very quickly
and it was able to break a large stone very easily. Second
thing he found that his vision was very clear and he could
zoom in and out by his eyes and could see very far and
very clear. Another thing he noticed that monkey can
minimize and maximize its height. Main thing he noticed
that monkey become very genius and smart that it can use
its 80% of brain. Seeing this all scientist get shocked.
But due to toxic chemical in this “Angel” so monkey
could not survive more than 2 months. His death was very
crucial that last week of its life it suffered a lot. It get skin
disease, lung’s infection, blood swelling inside it body and
many other things. William was very angry and
disappointed. Now he add O4 which he had made secretly
because it is harmful and then he added it to “Angel” and
substitute toxic chemical. Then he named this chemical as
“Hyper”
Once he visited his factory and he saw Shyam. He
saw that he is bleeding and within 10 minutes he (Shyam)
stopped thought that he has great immunity power that
his body can manage a lot of dose of this chemical
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(“Hyper”). Then he called Shyam’s father in office and
asked him that if his son could stay with him and help him
as assistant. His father asked, “but my son is only 11 years
old and how he could help you?” William said, “I saw a
genius in your son.” Shyam’s father told that we are poor
and asked what will we get? William said that I will give
your son 45000 rupees per month as my assistant and you
will get promotion. William said that you have to just sign
an agreement. Shyam’s father asked which type of
agreement I have to sign. William said that it is an
agreement in which it is written that your son will be my
assistant for 10 years. William knows that Shyam’ s father
is ungraduated and therefore he gave agreement in
English and Shyam’ s father without reading or asking to
other who know English signed agreement. William
cheated Shyam’ s father, actually it was written on that
document that, “he or she willingly giving his son to
William for experiment for term of 10 years and anything
happen in this tenure, William will not be responsible for
anything happens to his or her son.”
Next day when Shyam’s father told him all the
matter and then after discussion Shyam agrees with his
father. Shyam’s mother said to Shyam’s father that I will
not send my son to William because I think he will not
take care of our son. Shyam’s father told to Shyam’s
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mother that your son will learn and earn there and it
would be better for us to send him there because we
cannot afford higher education for our child and he will
only go there for five years and after our son has best
education and quality and can have better life and also we
can take a new home at a better place. Shyam’s mother
after explained by shyam’s father agreed and was ready to
send his son with William. Next day when Shyam was
leaving, his mother and father were weeping.
When William meets Shyam, William said that now
you have to live here for 10 years. Shyam got surprised
when he heard this and asked William that my father said

me that you have to live there for 5 years only. After one
week Shyam feel don’t feel alone because William was
with him all the time. William was doing all this because
wants to observe him. One day William give him a simple
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chemical dose with lemonade to test that he is able to
survive or not. Next day, there is no change in Shyam’s
body language after this simple dose and he survived.
After some weeks William prepared a strong chemical
dose and give it Shyam with water. Next day William
observed that there is minor changes in his body language
but still it can be neglected. After some days Shyam
experienced minor difficulty. William decided that for 2
years daily, he will give strong chemical dose to Shyam so
that his body can manage the power of “Hyper”. When
William started to give strong chemical doses, Shyam
experienced leg pain, headache, stomached, shoulder
pain, etc. Shyam told William that he is experiencing body
ache. William added pain killer to that doses for one week
so that shyam feel comfortable. After taking this dose one
month shyam has habit of this dose and 2 years by taking
this dose he was now ready to take “Hyper”.
After 2 years one day he and Shyam went to his
(William) laboratory and William said to Shyam all the and
shyam was surprised and afraid too because if this
experiment will fail then he will die or may have super
powers. But shyam was ready to take risk because he
thought that if he will have super powers, he can save
people and can work at higher place and can serve his
mother and father better.
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Now William put Shyam into a long cylindrical glass
tube. William has 500ml of hyper and half of it he loses
when he was giving small amount of it to Shyam every
day. Now William have only 250 ml of hyper. He injects it
in glass tube and by mistakenly he forgets to close the
toxic gas valve and there is big explosion in which William
dies and glass tube broke and from inside a bright light
was coming and Shyam was brighting like a star and he
was feeling very energetic.
After this blast Shyam get disturbed because William
dies in the blast and after one week he started to control
all his powers. He found that he can be invisible and fly in
sky like a rocket and one important thing he came to know
is that he can predict the future and future predicted by
him was 90% true. Now he has started to practice all these
powers but there is lack of practice. One day at night
when he was sleeping someone come and kidnapped him.
When he wake up in morning he found himself in a
spaceship. He gets invisible and tries to escape but due to
no more practice he can’t. When he fails to escape then
one man wearing black suit come in front of him and…
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Tragedy

Std. 6th

My friend and I went to climb the mountain. The
name of mountain was Girnar. We took photos and had
fun. After we climbed the whole mountain, we met a
Britisher there, we talked to him a hit. We were
descending the mountain. When the tragedy subsides.
One man fell while walking and sprained his leg. My friend
and I gave that man a first aid treatment. After that we
immediately took the man down in a dolly and we went
down. We took the man to the hospital in a rickshaw.
Then, the doctor treated the man and was healed. That
brother thanked us. We moved on from there. People
went all over Junagadh. A tragedy happened while we
were walking on the road. The girl had an accident. No
one was willing to help that girl. We immediately took the
girl to the hospital. There the doctor asked to pay the fees.
We paid the doctor’s fees. Then the girl was treated. The
girl thanked us. The girl was poor so I didn’t take the fee.
Then we moved on from there. We left for our house.
We reached Rajkot and reached Mavadi chowkdi,
the tragedy repeats. At that time, four vehicles (car) were
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hitting driving roughly (kava). There were eight people and
two people were sitting in the one vehicle. One vehicle
was crashed into rough driving (kava). They both felt great
and we took that both man to the hospital. The both man
was healed and thanked us both. From there we walked to
our house. We told our mom and dad everything about
the tragedy. Mom and dad applauded us.
Sikh: - We all should help and be defeated together.
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Hardy

Std. 9th

(LIFE STORY AND TRANSFORMATION OF A MAN)
A boy named ‘HARDY ’; born on 5th April2000, in Gondal
state. During his childhood days, like all others he too was
cared and loved by his parents. He had an elder brother
named Sid.
He looked as cute as pink rabbit, his eyes twinkled
like stars in the night sky, and his teeth were as white as
pearl and his hair shined like golden rays of the sun.
His parents had lot of land properties, they dealt in
groceries along with hotel business and few factories.
They lived in a huge bungalow with lavishing lifestyle
which included all the luxuries one can think off… His
uncle family and his grandparents did not lived with his
family. They lived as Nuclear family. He joined his school
in 2007 and as he belonged to rich family he went to best
school in his city.
He had new friends, new circle and he met with
many new faces. He loved his friends. Of course, friends
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are one of the best gifts of our life as he had during his
school days. His favorite subject was Science.
In studies he was super. His teachers also praised
him of his studies. But not only studies, he was also good
in many more activities like sports, dancing, shooting,
singing etc…. He won many medals, certificates etc…..
He was addicted by photoshot. His father gifted him a
phone on his 12th birthday. He had lot of interest on social
media. So at age of 12, he was active in social media. He
posted many
pictures
on
social media.
He was
pet lover. He
had 2 dogs, a
rabbit and a
horse.
He
loved his horse
very much. He
had this all
pets in his farm house. He used to be too happy when he
went at his farm house and took care of all pet animals. He
especially loved his horse.
As he came in 7th standard. He had lot and lots of
friends in his school. But his best friend who was not in his
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school was Prem. Prem was his best friend was 2 years
elder to him. His friend Prem was a good human being,
kind, soft hearted and caring.
But his school friends were not good as Prem. And
his society friends were also not good. After Hardy’s
school time he spent his time with Prem. Prem gave his
knowledge about life, people and their approach etc.…
His school friends addicted him to eat tobacco and
take drinks and smoke cigar. Hardy started all these
things. But his family didn’t knew it. He was just of 14
years when he started this.
But his friend Prem came to know Hardy’s bad habits.
Prem explained him not to do these but he did not
understood him. And this way Hardy transformed in his
life because of having bad friends in his life.
Hardy had one more best friend. She was new added
in Hardy’s life. Her name was Ruhee. She lived near to
Prem’s house.
Ruhee also had information of bad habits of Hardy.
She explained Him so much and Hardy understood but of
her explanation.
But by some reasons his friendship with Ruhee was
broken.
Now Hardy had many and many bad thoughts in his
mind. Now he loved to smoke, drink, have tobacco. Prem
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many times refused to do this all. But Hardy declined his
talks.
One day a case happened to him. As I told that he
was active on social media. His father gave him 30
thousand rupees before a week of his birthday. He went
to his shop and helped his father daily. So his father gave
him 30 thousand rupees. As he got these rupees in his
hands. He bought air pods of 10 thousand rupees and
remaining 20 thousand rupees he took a pic of that
amount and kept story on his social media account.
And as we know how are his friends. One of his
school friends told him that my father’s health is not good
so please help me with some money. And Hardy was
emotional person. And he had friendship so he helped him
and gave 10 thousand rupees. Now he was with 10
thousand left. And same way one more friend came and
told to help so Hardy gave him his last 10 thousand
rupees.
He had a nice birthday celebration. After 2 days of his
birthday celebration his mother asked him that how you
spend your rupees. He had no answer and he went away.
Hardy now asked his both friends who took money
from him. But his friends did not return him money.
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So now he had no money to eat tobacco. Tobacco
was his daily addiction and these talks of money he did
not had with his friend Prem.
So he did not met Prem for 5 days. He went with his
school friends and spent time with them. His friends
offered him tobacco and drinks and he accepted it.
Ruhee’s friend Sweta knew all these things what had
happened to Hardy. Sweta had friendship with Hardy.
Sweta also knew Prem as he lived near to her house.
Sweta asked to Hardy that what is wrong with him.
Sweta knew but then also she asked him Hardy told all the
things which had been faced by him. Hardy also told Sweta
that he is going to have cuts in his hands and he wanted to
commit suicide.
Sweta listened his all talks and started explaining him
very softly and calmly. Sweta told him that have trust on
god and not persons and don’t break the trust. She also
explained him that if you earn a rupee also don’t share it
with people who use you. People want to loot your money
and your mistake was that, that you shared a photo of
money on your social media. Also never share your
location on social media. And she also told him that stop
all bad habits of smoking , drinking , eating tobacco , etc.
you will lose money in doing all these things and your
health will also be bad and people love to see you in bad
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conditions. She also explained that what about your family
if you have a thought of suicide. Your family will suffer
without you if you think of suicide. Hardy started
understanding all the things that Sweta taught him. And
again from bad time and bad habits, Hardy transformed to
good time and good habits and best life of Hardy.
Hardy now started earning with his school time. He
also started loving and caring his family more. He also said
sorry to Prem to not understand him. And Hardy had
stronger bond of friendship with Prem and Sweta.
Moral of the story is : As we have bad company of people in our life we
transform to a bad person, but as in this bad time of
our’s we got a good person with positive thoughts
he/she again change our life from bad to the best.
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Std. 9th

Hard work Leads
to Miracle

There was a village, in that village there was a poor
boy named Lakhan. He lived in a small hut in which there
were leaks in his roof and his roof was too weak that there
were too many cracks. He does not have a single piece of
grain in his small hut. He is 14 years old and in his family
there were 5 members, his mother, his father, his sister,
his uncle.
One day his father got offer from a company for job.
His father and uncle had to travel to the city for the job.
Lakhan’s father told Lakhan to do farming on daily wages
at his nearby farm. After farming for 3 months he started
having sudden pain in stomach, he thought that it was a
simple stomach pain as next day he felt well.
After one month he had same stomach pain but it
was not simple stomachs pain that he thought he was
vomiting badly. His mother called his father from city to
village and his (Lakhan). When Lakhan’s father reached he
immediately took him (Lakhan) to hospital. When doctor
sees Lakhan’s report he said to his father, “that he has a
mysterious disease that he had seen first time in his life.”
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Lakhan’s father and mother took Lakhan to a bigger
hospital in city. When they reach hospital doctor said that
this is one of the mysterious disease in and no one can
find out any medication for it but luckily Doctor knew one
guy who is trying to cure all such diseases. But you have to
sign an agreement that if anything happens wrong with
Lakhan that guy will not be responsible for anything. After
long discussion his mother and father signed agreement.
That doctor and Lakhan’s parents meet that guy
named Rajendra. Rajendra was a scientist and is known for
his experiments and his great knowledge. Once he
invented a vaccination for a disease that no other scientist
could find because everyone thought that it was
impossible. Rajendra was a good man and he promised
Lakhan’s mother and father that nothing will happen to
Lakhan.
Rajendra started studying this disease and day by
day he is getting more information about this. Rajendra
was experimenting on strength improvement medicines,
he makes a new compounded chemical in which there is
composition of mix chemicals and some antibiotics. When
he check this chemical in microscope there is a form of
energy in it.
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Rajendra has experimented on several animals
before, but he wanted to inject a strong animal, so he
selected a lion, when injected the lion felt sleep for 3 days.
After 3 days when it wake up the biggest change is that it
can sustain the chemical! Now, scientist has checked full
body of lion and he found that:
1. Lion’s bone is growing faster and he (Rajendra)
predicts that might lion’s body can take different shape.
2. Its lungs are having a kind of particle that he sees
first time. This particle is shining like a sun and anything
can happen because anyone has not seen this particle
before.
3. One interesting thing he founds that in his brain
there is a gland which secrets something appearing dark in
color and is circulating with blood.
Scientist thought that he has invented special
medicine, so he injects a little chemical to Lakhan, Lakhan
starts to get better day by day. As Lakhan recovered,
Rajendra left the family and disappeared.
For 2 months Rajendra is constantly working in his
another laboratory where lion is caged. Rajendra work has
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paid off, lion is standing on two legs and its face is looking
like humans face, the lion is injected with more miracle
dose, after two days when lion wakes up, he talked to
Rajendra! When lion talked, Rajendra was surprise. When
lion talked to Rajendra he asked, “Who am I?” Rajendra
replied, “I don’t know exactly who you are but I know that
you are something different.”
At that day lion and Rajendra started interacting with
each other. Rajendra said to lion you are a super animal.
Lion asked that why I am a super animal. Rajendra told the
whole story that what happened. Now lion knew about
itself and know that what it can do for the world. Rajendra
told lion that you have to use your power for good things
not for bad. Rajendra started to train lion. He trained it for
6 years and he teaches everything to it. Rajendra said that
you must have a name. Rajendra said, “From now
onwards your name is Leo”. Leo said that from now
onwards you are my captain.
Once there was a fire in building and Rajendra said
Leo to go there and save people. So that day when Leo
went to that building many people captured it but there
Leo managed to escaped. I (Rajendra) think it was a trap.
When Rajendra and Leo reached laboratory both of them
see that the door is open. Leo said that there is someone
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inside so I think you should stay behind me. When Leo and
Rajendra entered there was smoke in laboratory cannot
see anything. Leo is able to see because of a better sight
compared humans. Leo sees that there are two persons
standing in front of it holding guns! They both attacked
Leo and Rajendra but Leo fought with them and injured
them. Both attackers stand up and attacked with electric
gun on Leo, when the needles hit the skin, a stronger
electricity is released and the attackers gets heavy shock
and dies on the spot. Rajendra asked to Leo that can I get
your fur. Leo replied, “Yes! Of course” then Rajendra took
the fur of Leo and tested it. When he is doing an energy
test and when he putted fur in machine, machine got over
loaded and then crashed. The whole laboratory’s power
got cut off. Rajendra noticed that the fur can had infinite
energy.

Continue to follow Aryans Tales... Super Hero Leo and
Rajendra's Story continues...
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